
Austin
Media Console GDS33LD-1670HB

Slide the barn doors open to reveal the fireplace on this stylish 
media console.  This one-of-a-kind piece features metal gliders 
and matching antique black drawer pulls that combine with the 
distressed finish to add eclectic charm to any room.  The hanging 
barn doors also allow the heater to operate whether they are 
positioned to conceal or reveal the firebox.  With six drawers and 
open storage the Austin is as practical as it is handsome.

Open the door on 
stylish design.
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41-3/8" 
105.0 cm

20"
50.8 cm

Decorative “barn”  
doors close to conceal the firebox.

Model # Description Lbs / Kg UPC Wty.† Carton Dimensions (WxHxD) Cube

Inches cm ft3 m3

Package consists of two cartons including 1 media console and 1 firebox. Choose from:

DM33-1670HB Media console cabinet
- Harper Brown finish

262 / 118.8 781052 103924 1 yr. 79-1/2  x 46-1/8 x 22-7/8 201.9 x 117.1 x 57.9 48.4 1.4

PF3033HG 33" Multi-Fire XD™ Electric 
Firebox - Glass Ember Bed

60 / 27.2 781052 095038 1 yr. 38-1/4 x 17 x 29-1/8 97.0 x 43.2 x 74.0 10.9 0.3

PF3033HL 33" Multi-Fire XD™ Electric 
Firebox - Realogs™

60 / 27.2 781052 094857 1 yr. 38-1/4 x 17 x 29-1/8 97.0 x 43.2 x 74.0 10.9 0.3

Warms 
up to

1,000
sq. ft.
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120 Volts  |  1,500 Watts  |  5,118 BTU

Also available with 
Acrylic Ice:  
GDS33GD-1670HB

Show in Harper
Brown finish
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GDS33LD-1670HB
Austin
Media Console

Color Themes

Features
Multi-Fire XD™ Flame Effect
Vivid flames that are brighter and more 
lifelike day or night.

Realogs™ 
Molded from meticulously selected and 
charred hardwood and positioned to 
maximize the illusion of depth and the 
appearance of burning firewood.

Comfort$aver™ Heating System
The patented Comfort$aver™ ceramic 
heating system uses 11% less energy 
than the leading quartz infrared heater 
by automatically adjusting fan speed 
and heater wattage to safely and 
precisely match the requirements of 
the room.

Media Accent Colors
Choose from a variety of brilliant color 
themes or cycle through a range 
of colors using the custom mode, 
freezing on the hue of your choice.

Flame Accent Colors
Accent the flames with custom base 
colors from warm red to gas blue. 

Precision Thermostat
Electronic thermostat maintains  
room temperature within 1/2°C (1°F) 
for perfect comfort and increased 
energy efficiency.

Floating Display™

On-screen display shows temperature 
and feature settings at a glance.

Economical
Economical to operate costing only
pennies per hour.*

Low Carbon Footprint
The most sustainable fireplace option; 
no emissions and 100% efficient.

Mood-maker Remote
Customize the light color and intensity 
for a fireplace that reflects your 
personality. 

All-season Flames 
Enjoy the unique charm of a fireplace 
365 days a year using the flames 
without the heat.

Fully Assembled
No assembly required. Just plug in  
and enjoy.

*   Based on national average residential 
electricity rate. Rates vary.


